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This paper studies some aspects of information-based complexity theory applied 
to estimation, identification, and prediction problems. Particular emphasis is given 
to constructive aspects of optimal algorithms and optimal information, taking into 
account the characteristics of certain types of problems. Special attention is devoted 
to the investigation of strongly optimal algorithms and optimal information in the 
linear case. Two main results are obtained for the class of problems considered. First, 
central algorithms are proved to be strongly optimal. Second, a simple solution is 
given to a particular case of optimal information, called optimal sampling design, 
which is of great interest in system and identification theory. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
One setting of information-based complexity (see Traub and Woinia- 
kowski, 1980; Traub et al., 1983) may be sketched as follows. One is 
interested in approximating a function S(f) E G of an element f of a set F 
(f and S are called respectively problem element and solution operator). The 
elementfis not known exactly but only approximate information is available 
and is given by N(f) + q = y E Y, where N is called information operator 
and q belongs to a bounded set of Y An approximation to S(f) can be 
obtained by acting on y by means of an operator 4 (called algorithm). By 
defining a suitable measure of the approximation error, an optimal algorithm 
is one which minimizes the maximum approximation error for all possiblef 
and q. 
Recent papers have shown that a fairly wide class of estimation, 
identification, and prediction problems, typical in system and control litera- 
ture, may be embedded in the framework of this theory (Belforte et al., 1982; 
Milanese and Tempo, 1985). 
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While the general theory is mainly concerned with the investigation of 
properties of algorithms and information, estimation contexts generally re- 
quire the study of constructive aspects of optimal algorithms and optimal 
information. Feasible algorithms can be obtained by taking advantage of the 
fact that for these classes of problems particular assumptions may be made: 
essentially F, G, and Y are finite-dimensional linear spaces; G and Y are 
equipped with the max-norm; and dim F s dim Y 
Under these conditions, Milanese and Tempo (1985) show that optimal 
algorithms can be easily derived for linear problems (S and N linear). In this 
paper we continue the investigation of this class of problems in two direc- 
tions . 
The first direction is to look for optimality concepts stronger than global 
optimality, which takes into account worst cases of bothf and 7. If a worst 
case with respect only to for to r) is considered, locally optimal algorithms 
can be defined, called y-strongly and f- strongly optimal algorithms. Local 
optimality has been studied previously in slightly different contexts by Mil- 
anese and Belforte ( 1982) and Traub et al. (1983)) who give some results on 
y- and f- strong optimality . 
In this paper f- and y-strong optimality conditions are investigated, re- 
stricted to the class of “correct” algorithms, i.e., algorithms which map the 
exact information N(f) on the problem solution S(f), V’ E F. The concept 
of correctness of an algorithm makes sense only if the dimension of F is less 
than or equal to that of Y as supposed here. Actually, almost all of the 
estimators met in classical estimation theory are correct in this sense. 
The main result along this line is that the (globally) optimal central algo- 
rithm derived by Milanese and Tempo (1985) is proved to be also f-strongly 
and y-strongly optimal (Theorem 2). 
The second line of investigation is related to the optimal information 
problem. This consists in looking for the information operator which guaran- 
tees the minimum approximation error among all possible information oper- 
ators of the same cardinality (dim Y). A particular case is investigated, called 
optimal sampling problem in the identification context (Goodwin and Payne, 
1977), where problem elementsfare supposed functions of time and informa- 
tion is restricted to sampling operations. In this case an optimal information 
operator (in both a global and a local sense) can be easily computed. More- 
over, using the derived optimal sampling times, a linear strongly optimal 
algorithm can be obtained (Theorems 5 and 6). 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Information-based complexity is concerned with the approximation of a 
given transformation S of an unknown problem elementf, using knowledge 
of the set of all possible problem elements and of a certain number of 
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measurements off, possibly corrupted by noise. Formally, let F be a linear 
space over the real field and let FO be a subset of F. Consider an assigned 
operator S (possibly nonlinear), called solution operator, mapping F into G, 
S:F-+G, 
where G is a linear normed space over the real field. The goal is to approx- 
imate a solution element S(f) E G, with f E F. having only limited infor- 
mation available on f. 
Let us define a (possibly nonlinear) operator N, called information oper- 
ator, mapping F into a linear normed space Y: 
In general, for any f belonging to Fo, N(f) may be considered known not 
exactly, but only with some error 77: 
Y = N(f) + rl. 
The error 7 is assumed unknown but bounded by a fixed quantity p 2 0: 
An algorithm 4 is an operator, in general nonlinear, mapping Y into G: 
4: Y-, G. 
A geometric sketch, showing the spaces and operators introduced above, 
is shown in Fig. 1. 
Let us define three sets in the spaces F, Y and G which play a fundamental 
role in the development of the theory: 
EF(Y, N, P) = if E &I/N(f) - ~115 P) (2) 
&(f, N, P) = {Y E Y : IiN - Y II 5 P} (3) 
EG(Y, N, P) = S&(Y, N, P>). (4) 
In the above definition (2), we consider only approximate information y 
belonging to a subset y0 C Y such that 
r, = {y E Y : MY, N, P) + pr). (5) 
Furthermore, we assume that the sets defined in (2) and (4) are bounded; in 
fact, this assumption is always satisfied in well-posed estimation problems. 
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3. L~CALERRORS ANDSTRONGLYOFTIMALALGORITHMS 
We define a local error ~(4, f, N, p) of approximation of S(f) using the 
algorithm Q, and the approximate information y for each problem element f 
belonging to the set FO: 
44% f, N, PI = =lPN JlS(f) - 4(Y) Il. (6) 
I > 
We call thef-local radius of approximate information with respect to a class 
of algorithms @ the quantity 
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rF (f, N, P> = jg 44, f, N, P>. (7) 
Remark that the above quantity may vanish if the class CD is not suitably 
restricted to exclude nonfeasible algorithms; as a consequence, it will always 
be necessary to consider restricted classes of algorithms when dealing with 
local problems in the F space. 
In a similar way we define a local error of approximation ey (4, y, N, p) 
for each approximate information y and a y-local radius of approximate 
information in the Y space: 
ey(9, Y, N, P> = sup IIs - 4(Y)II O-9 
fE~F(Y?~~ PI 
r?‘(y, N, P) = $5 44, Y, NY P). (9) 
Now we define strongly optimal algorithms in relation to the local problems 
introduced above. We can consider two different kinds of strong optimality 
related to the local errors (6) and (8). 
An algorithm 4f is calledfi strongly optimal (for a worst case) in the class 
@ if its local error eF attains the local radius rF , for each problem element f: 
Vf E Fo. (10) 
An algorithm c#+ is called y-strongly optimal (for a worst case) in the class Q, 
if 
e~k#+, Y, N, P> = +‘(Y, N, P) vy E yo. (11) 
An algorithm 4 is called strongly optimal (for a worst case) if it is bothf- and 
y-strongly optimal. 
Similar but not exactly equivalent local errors and optimality concepts are 
also investigated by Traub et al. (1983) in a more general context, where F, 
Y, and G are assumed as general sets. It is important to notice that local errors 
as defined here are of particular interest in problems of system parameter, 
state estimation, or time series prediction. In fact, in these problems typically 
a set of measurements y is available and one must determine optimal estimates 
of S(f) for each possible y using an algorithm C#J( y). On the other hand, 
f-strong optimality is also a particularly meaningful property in estimation 
problems, as it ensures the minimum uncertainty of the estimates with regard 
to all possible measurements y E Ey (f, N, p), for a particular though un- 
known elementf E FO. Furthermore,f-strong optimality is relevant also from 
the point of view of optimal information problems. In fact, in this case the 
information y is not available a priori and the aim is the computation of an 
optimal information operator minimizing the local radius of information r$’ . 
Actually, the local error eF and the radius r$’ cannot be computed exactly, 
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since they depend on the unknown problem elementf. Since the error ey can 
be computed in practical situations, relations between the local errors eF and 
ey may be very useful and will be investigated in the following. 
We now introduce global problems in a worst-case setting and optimal 
error algorithms for global problems. Such problems have already been con- 
sidered by Micchelli and Rivlin (1977), Traub and Woiniakowski (1980), 
Traub et al. (1983), and Milanese and Tempo (1985). Let e(<b, N, p) be the 
(global) error: 
e(4, N, p) = ;E[ dhf, N, P) = ;zt 46 Y, N, p). (12) 
Furthermore, let r (N, p) be the (global) radius of information for Q, defined 
as the class of all mappings: 
An algorithm & for which 
e(40, N, p) = r(N, P) (14) 
is called an optimal error algorithm. A general class of optimal algorithms, 
which has been used in estimation and prediction contexts (Milanese et al., 
1984; Milanese and Tempo, 1985) is that of central algorithms. Let c(y) be 
a center of the set EG(y, N, p), i.e., 
sup Ilg - 4. gEG uEE&‘,N,P~ (1% 
A central algorithm r#+ is such that 
&c(Y) = C(Y). (16) 
Global optimality of central algorithms has been proved by Micchelli and 
Rivlin (1977). Actually, central algorithms enjoy properties even stronger 
than global optimality . In fact, it follows from definitions (15) and (16) that 
a central algorithm minimizes the local error ey (4, y , N, p) for every approx- 
imate information y, i.e., 
edhE) Y, N, P) = TY~, N, P) VY E xl, (17) 
which means that every central algorithm is a y-strongly optimal algorithm. 
Another relevant class of algorithms, often considered in estimation prob- 
lems, is the class (DC C Q, of correct algorithms (Milanese and Belforte, 
1982). An algorithm C$ E (PC is a correct algorithm if 
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cm(f)) = S(f) Vf E 6. (18) 
Note that most of the usual classes of estimators (such as least squares, 
minimum absolute errors, etc.) are correct. 
We denote by a”- C @’ the class of all correct and linear algorithms. It 
should be remarked that the concept of correct algorithm is meaningful only 
in estimation problems where dim F I dim Y. In these cases it is usually 
supposed that the information is complete (i.e., N is a one-to-one mapping) 
and the solution uncertainty is due only to the information error 71. In fact, 
when exact information is given, the global radius is always zero. 
4. LINEARESTIMATIONPROBLEMS 
In both this and the following section, unless otherwise specified, we will 
assume that the solution operator S is linear and the information operator N 
is linear and complete (i.e., is a linear one-to-one mapping). The following 
theorem establishes connections between the local errors eF and ey and the 
global error e($, N, p) in the class of linear and correct algorithms QcL. In 
particular, it is shown that the local error eF is equal to the global error for 
each problem elementf and, at the same time, it is an upper bound of the local 
error ey. 
THEOREM 1 (Milanese and Tempo, 1985). Zf S, N, and 4 are linear, 4 
is correct, and FO = F, then the following relationships hold: 
eF(4,f, N, P) = et+, N, P) 2 edh Y9 NT P) Vf E F, vy E yo. (19) 
The following lemma shows that linear optimal algorithms enjoy a stronger 
property than optimality , namely f-strong optimal&y within the class of linear 
and correct algorithms. 
LEMMA 1. Let S, N be linear operators and 6 = F. If & is an optimal, 
linear, and correct algorithm, then it is f-strongly optimal in the class QcL. 
Proof. From relation (19) of Theorem 1 it follows that 
eF(+,f, N, P) = e(9, NY P) vc#J E WL; (20) 
then 
Since f#h3 is optimal, then 
(21) 
(22) 
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Using definition (7) off-local radius and relations (20) and (21) we obtain 
ed407 j-7 N, PI = P(f, N, P> Vf E F (23) 
n 
The problem of existence of linear optimal algorithms has been studied by 
Marchuk and Osipenko (1975) when S is a linear functional and N is a linear 
and partial (i.e., it is not a one-to-one mapping) operator. This result has been 
extended to the case of linear operator S in Milanese and Tempo (1985). In 
the same paper a linear optimal and correct algorithm is derived in the case 
of a complete information operator under the following general condition on 
the spaces and operators involved. 
Condition LP F, I: and G are n-, m-, and r-dimensional spaces, re- 
spectively, with m 2 n; G and Y are equipped with 1, and l!! norms, re- 
spectively, and F0 = F. 
As emphasized by Belforte et. al. (1982), Milanese et al. (1984), and 
Milanese and Tempo (1985), Condition LP is not restrictive in many of the 
application areas of estimation and prediction theory. On the other hand, such 
a condition is of particular interest because under its hypotheses both optimal 
linear algorithms and central algorithms can be easily computed by linear 
programming techniques. Furthermore, under this condition we are able to 
prove a further property of central algorithms which represents the main result 
of this section. 
THEOREM 2. Zf Condition LP holds there exists a central algorithm & in 
the class @‘; moreover, such an algorithm is strongly optimal in the class Qc. 
Proof. The existence of a correct central algorithm follows from the fact 
that the central algorithm derived by Milanese and Tempo (1985) is correct. 
In order to prove the second part of the theorem let us define the sets 
JMYT, N, P> = if E F : lb!! - Nfll 5 PI (24) 
&(L NV PI = {Y E xl : IIY - ml 5 PI. (25) 
From definitions (24) and (25) it follows that 
Eo(Af, N, PI = WFo$ NY PII (27) 
Eo(4J, ?, N, P) = 44M.f~ N, PII. (28) 
For any correct algorithm 4 E Qc we have 
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4uwF(J& N, PN = &AN?, N, P). 
From (26) it easily follows that 
mY(.L NY PII 2 &AN% N, PI 
which by definition (28) becomes 
Vf E F, 
&A&L N, p) 2 &AN% N, P) vf E F, v4 E <PC. 
Using definitions (27) and (28) we obtain 
sup II@ - VII = sup IIS? - gll 
S=&J’L P) gE&.#‘j, N, P) 
sup 
Y=Y&Y P) 
IL9 - 4(YHl = ,,E;;TN ,,lW - gll. 
II. 
From (31), (32), and (33) it follows that 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
sup 115 - Sfl( I sup 115 - 4(y) I( 
SEEFW~ A’. P) yEEriiN, P) 
Since S and N are linear operators, 
Vf E F, V+ E @‘. (34) 
sup II@ - VII = SUP IISCP - f) II = SUP IM II. (35) 
W&, N, P) f: IINS-h 11 5 P h:llNhll 5 p 
The global radius r(N, p) under Condition LP is given by 
r(N, P) = sup llsh (Im. (36) 
h: IINfil(!~p 
Since a central algorithm $c is an optimal algorithm, using definition (13) 
we get 
r(N, p) = sup sup [IS.. - 4~cc(y)II 2 SUP Ii@ - 4cc(y)II. (37) 
kF yEEy(j, N, P) YE&J’,P) 
From (34), (35), (36), and (37) it follows that 
SUP II& ~cc(Y>lI= 5 SUP IL-V- 44Y)Ilm 
Y=& N, P) y=y(j,N P) 
v- E F, vcp E w, (38) 
which provesf-strong optimality of central algorithms in the class @‘. Since 
central algorithms are also y-strongly optimal, the proof is complete. n 
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Theorem 2 states that a central algorithm $= minimizes the local error eF 
for every problem elementfin the class of correct algorithms. This result and 
(17) show that under Condition LP a central algorithm minimizes both local 
errors ey and eF. Let us now turn our attention to the meaning of such 
properties in estimation problems. The error ey represents the estimation error 
obtained with a fixed set of measurements, corresponding to the particular 
observed realization of the experiment examined, and is due to the fact that 
a whole set of problem elementsfare possible candidates to represent the true 
problem element. On the other hand, e F, as already mentioned, is the esti- 
mation error due to all possible outcomes of the experiment compatible with 
the maximum assumed uncertainty, once the model f has been fixed. The 
property of minimizing ey (for each y E y0) and eF (for each f E F) is a 
major requisite for a valuable estimator; in fact, it guarantees the robustness 
of the algorithm with respect to all possible variations of the data or of the 
problem element due to the admissible intrinsic uncertainty of the problem 
setting. 
5. LINEAR OFTIMAL INFORMATION IN ESTIMATION PROBLEMS 
5.1. Adaptive and Nonadaptive Information 
We consider some questions related to optimal information. In dealing with 
this problem the approximate information y is not assumed as given a priori 
and we are concerned with global and f-local problems. 
In the classical theory of optimal algorithms two different classes of infor- 
mation are considered: adaptive and nonadaptive information (Traub and 
Woiniakowski, 1980; Traub et al., 1983). 
A nonadaptive information operator is defined as 
N"“"(f) = h(f), b(f), . . . , L(f)l, (39) 
where&, . . . , L, are linear functionals; the number m is called cardinal@ 
of the information and is denoted by card(N”‘“). 
Two kinds of adaptive information may be defined, 
N"(f) = k(f), L,(f; L,(f)), . . . 9 Ln(f;Ldf), . . . 9 L-,(f))) (40) 
N"(f; Y) = {L,(f), Mf; yJ, . . . , L(f; YI, . . . , em-,)), (41) 
where L,, . . . , L, are linear functionals in f and yl, . . . , ymV1 are values 
of the approximate information; as for N”“, the cardinal&y of N” will be 
denoted by card(N”). The linear functionals Li in (40) may depend on the 
previous exact values L,, . . . , Li- 1, while in (4 1) they are allowed to depend 
on the previous approximate information instead of the exact values. 
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Although in the context of approximate information the adaptive informa- 
tion N”(f; y) may be more relevant from a practical point of view, the 
information N”(f) is expected to be more powerful; for this reason in the 
following we will investigate the relations between the radii of information of 
N”(f) and N”“(f). 
In general it is clear from definitions (39) and (40) that the structure of an 
adaptive information operator is more general than that of a nonadaptive one. 
So, if we denote by qi(Wp) the class of linear adaptive (nonadaptive) 
information operators with cardinality less or equal to m, we have 
An optimal adaptive (nonadaptive) information is defined as an operator 
Nb (Nr) which minimizes the global radius within a fixed class *i @Jr): 
Analogous definitions of f-local (in the class @) optimal information are 
obtained by substitution of thef-local radius rF in place of the global radius. 
In the following we give some results on the relations between the radii of 
adaptive and nonadaptive information in estimation contexts. 
THEOREM 3 (Traub et al., 1983). Zf S is linear, Y is a linear normed 
space, and FO is a balanced and convex set, then 
r(N& p) 5 r(NY, p) 5 2r(N& P). (44) 
Theorem 3 states that in a general linear context, adaptive information is 
no more effective than nonadaptive information within a constant of two. We 
show that for problems satisfying Condition LP, adaptive information is as 
powerful as nonadaptive information both for global and forf-local (in class 
acL) problems. 
THEOREM 4. If Condition LP holds and S is linear, then 
4% P> = 4VY”, P) (45) 
ry(f,N& PI = r~(f,NT, P) Vf E F. (46) 
Proof. From relation (19) of Theorem 1 it follows that 
44, f, N, P) = e(4, N, P) Vf E F, V4 E WL (47) 
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and, consequently, using definition (7), 
If Condition LP holds then there exists an optimal algorithm in the class 
a’” (Milanese and Tempo, 1985) and therefore from (48) and (13), 
r(N, p) = $a$Le(+,N, P) = GCL(f,N, p) Vf E E (49) 
It must be remarked that (49) holds true for both adaptive and nonadaptive 
information. 
The remaining part of the proof follows the line of Theorem 4.1 of Traub 
et. al. (1983, p. 63)) which refers to a slightly different definition of local 
errors. Define the following information operator for a fixed problem 
element h: 
WYf) = {b(f), w-i W)), . . . 7 Ll(fi M~)~ . * * 9 L-d~))~. (50) 
Forf = hweget 
Ny((h) = W(h). (51) 
From relations (49) and (51) we obtain that 
r(Aqy, p) = ryL(h, Npn, p) = r-p+, N”, p) = r(W, p). (52) 
Since for every N E *\I there exists h E F for which (5 1) holds, we can take 
the infimum in (52), obtaining 
inf r(iV, p) I inf r(NY, p) = inf r(N, p). (53) 
NEYF” h NEY; 
By taking into account relation (42), the first statement of the theorem fol- 
lows. 
The second statement of the theorem simply follows from (49). H 
Since Theorem 4 shows that, under Condition LP, adaptation in the sense 
of definition (40) does not help, it easily follows also that adaptive informa- 
tion depending on the approximate values according to definition (41) does 
not help. Therefore from now on we shall not distinguish between the classes 
*i and Wp and we will drop the superscripts “a” and “non.” 
5.2. Optimal Sampling Design for Estimation Problems 
The problem of optimal sampling design has been studied in depth in recent 
years either in a statistical setting, where the noise is described by a suitable 
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statistical distribution (Fedorov, 1972; Goodwin and Payne, 1977; Mori and 
Di Stefano, 1979) or in a deterministic setting, where the measurements are 
assumed corrupted by unknown but bounded additive noise (Belforte et al., 
1984). The problem consists in looking for optimal sampling times of a time 
functionf(t) over a given time interval which allow one to minimize some 
given criteria. 
The optimal sampling design can be reduced to a linear optimal information 
problem with particular choices of F and q,,, . In fact suppose f E F as a 
function of time f(t), and consider only information operators defined as 
sampling operators, 
N(f) = {f(tJ,f(t2), . . . 7 f(hJ, (54) 
where the sampling times ti belong to a discrete set (~1, 72, . . . , r..} with 
M > m and T; # 5, i # j. Then any particular N of cardinality m is defined 
by choosing a subset made of m elements out of {T,, r2, . . . , Q}. With a 
slight abuse of notation N will denote both an information operator and the 
corresponding sampling times tl, t2, . . . , t,. 
Denoting by qk the class of all sampling operators of cardinality less or 
equal to m, the optimal sampling design (Belforte et al., 1984) consists in 
looking forf-locally optimal information in the class OcL, restricted to class 
3’;; this means that N,, E *\I is called an optimal sampling operator if 
GCL(f, No9 PI = &g& rf”“(f, N, P) Vf E F. 
Let us assume that Condition LP holds and consider the information oper- 
ator N’ of cardinality M: 
N’(f) = {f(d,f(d . . . ,f(Q)). (56) 
Furthermore, let us define information operators N’ of cardinality n such 
that 
suP @f)i = SUP (Sf)i, i=l,...,r. (57) 
IIwH:=P Ib’J’(f) tlZ=~ 
Note that the existence of at least one N’ is due to the fact that each problem 
in (57) is a linear programming problem in an n-dimensional space. The 
equality constraints in (57), called active constraints, define the operators N’. 
Uniqueness is not guaranteed, but any N’ satisfying (57) may be used. 
Let us now define the information operator R as follows: 
?i’= UN’. (58) 
i=l 
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This means that m has as sampling times the union of sampling times of all 
N’ and that: 
n I card(N) 5 n-r. (59) 
The following theorem, which is a generalization of a result presented by 
Belforte er al. (1984), shows that for problems satisfying Condition LP the 
optimal sampling design may be solved by computing the active constraints 
of suitable linear programming problems. 
THEOREM 5. Let Condition LP hold. If card@) I m then 
(i) R is an optimal sampling operator for f-local (in the class OcL) 
problems: 
rZCL(f, N, P) = &I.& rF(f, NT P) Vf E F. (60) 
(ii) (61) 
Proof. From Theorem 1 it follows that 
inf e(4, N, PI = ~EocL inf +(A f, N, P) c$E@CL VN E ‘I’. (62) 
If Condition LP holds then there exists an optimal algorithm in the class 
QcL (Milanese and Tempo, 1985) and therefore 
r(N, P) = ,I$~ e(4, N, P) VN E ‘I!. 
Using definition (7) and relations (62) and (63) we obtain 
(63) 
r(N, p) = r$‘“(f, N, p). (64) 
Since Condition LP holds and the set &(O, m, p) is balanced, the local 
radius can be expressed as 
rf”(f, N, p) = r(N, p) = SUP SUp( = SUP 
fEE~(0.8, p) i 
i EESEG pJ(sf )i. (65) 
F . . 
Using the definition (58) we get 
suP (sf )i = SUP (sf Ii = SUP (sf Ii9 i=l,...,r (66) 
FJwm P) Ilm) II% 5 P IIW) II,” = P 
and from (65) and (66), (61) follows. 
From the definitions of m and N’, using relations (57) and (58) it directly 
follows that 
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rf'"(f, w, p) = rr (f, NT, PI '9 E F, (67) 
Since N E q; is a subset of N’ then 
rP(f, N’, p) 5 rY(f, NY P) VN E ‘I’;, Vj E F, (68) 
which completes the proof. w 
Remark 1. Since from (63) and (64) it easily follows that 
r@‘, P) = r?cL(f, N, P> VN E ‘I’, (69) 
it results that the information operator li7 is also globally optimal within the 
class ‘PJrs, and its radius r(N, p) attains the local radius rF &‘“(f, m, PI. 
Remark 2. Theorem 5 gives a solution of the optimal sampling design 
only if card@) I m. From (59) it follows that if card(N) > n this condition 
may not be met even if m 1 IZ (which is usual in the estimation and prediction 
fields). In Belforte et al. (1984) examples are shown in which card(N) > n. 
In the same paper it is shown that there exist some possible spaces F (for 
example, the space of polynomials of degree n - 1) such that card@) = n; 
furthermore, in this case R results to be nonsingular assuming that N’ is 
complete, which, as previously mentioned, is a reasonable and usual assump- 
tion in estimation problems. In such a case a linear central algorithm which 
uses the optimal sampling w can be easily computed as shown by the follow- 
ing theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Let Condition LP hold. Zf card(I) = n, a linear central 
algorithm (using approximate optimal information 5 = Nf + Tj) is given by 
Proof. Let us consider an arbitrary approximate information gS; under the 
invertibility condition on m we can define an element f E EF (7, m, p) such 
that 
J = fl-‘y (71) 
Now we show thatfis a symmetry center of the set EF( y, R, p). Consider 
an arbitrary element fi E EF and an element f2 defined as 
A = r-.fl. (72) 
Since fi E EF, 
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Ilwl - 74 5 P* (73) 
Substituting (71) and (72) in (73) we obtain 
II@7 - 311 5 P9 (74) 
which shows that f is a symmetry center of EF. 
Define the element S = 5” E EG (7, R, p); since S is linear it can be easily 
shown, as for f, that S is a symmetry center of EG . 
Therefore the algorithm 4 * = SN-’ takes an arbitrary 7 to a symmetry 
center of EG , which proves that 4 * is a central algorithm. n 
In the following we give two examples, referring to a space F made of 
polynomial functions, where an optimal sampling operator and the corre- 
sponding coefficients of the algorithm (70) are computed. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let F be the space of linear functions 
F = {f(t) :f(t) = a + bt}, 
where (I and b are unknown real coefficients. Consider the solution operator 
and the information operator N’, 
N’f = {f(d, . . . , fhd, 
whereri=O.Ol.i,i= llOO.Assumingp= lrwi= l,and2Im < 100 
the following results are obtained: 
w = ~.00.01), f(l .Wl 
+* = fgi-1 = 
[ 
1 .OlOl -0.0101 
-1.0102 1 .OlOl 1 
r(N, p) = 2.0202 
EXAMPLE 2. We consider the same problem as in the preceding example 
with 3 I m < 100 and the two following differences: 
F = {f(r) :f(t) = a + bt + ct’} 
S’= {a, b, c}. 
The following results are obtained: 
v = Lf(O.Ol), f@.5lLf(l.W~ 
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1.0303 -0.0408 0.0105 
4* = SF’ = 3.0505 4.1224 2.0202 -4.0816 -1.0719 1 2.0614 
r@, p) = 8.2449. 
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